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Israel is going to come the e eonquersor. Of course that is the first Verse,

but most predictins are in the third. person. I don't think of many predictions
person.

In the first/.e.- here you are looking at ..and there you are looking forward

...Yes, of course 22 shorn Christ, bu t PsaJ.m 22. thou wilt not suffer thy holy

one to see corruption. It's rather ,&hart to see ...Itts rather hard. to think of

an.occasion for the first person, of a more human being At the same time it is rahter

rathe hard. to say it eoul&nt t be . They predict Cyrus xz way 4ae ahead, and. I

don't know that we could. lay down ax any xle, saying Cyrus will say. All these...
lands has the Lord. given mez. enough
I don't feel that they are e4/k x±ffirst person predictionsx to warrant it in

making a rule. It is easy to make generalizations 14.k like this and. we have to

be careful. You. can have five cases ... bu.t the next ..I think that we have to

be very sera areiul bout tht. UnEless there is som ething inherrent in the

nature that shows that-Me4e-"h ..or e: unless you have a large enough ..with

to make a definite rule, and then of course there is always the possibility, like

te woman who said. to the doctor , Uhat are my ehanees of recovery. Oh,he says,

they are excellent. 99 out of a 100 who have this operation 44e,die, and the last

99 have died. So you're the hundred. one, so you're safe. Of course, if you have

aword.k,

74

7. had. a speaker once in chapel, who inade.aE. had zjust been to Europe, be told.

us about the man who . Re said he shook hands with someone ..my he has a gool

grip. And then he says he saw a man souiin 4*g running, and. he said I left

my grip on the train, and. then he was taken sick and 434M- said, Oh, ho had. the

grip. He gave bout 6 or 8 different ...for homonyms. They seemed. utterly un

related.. So that we ..but when we have comparatively fowl words. -We- If it

..but if a word, is used. ..,'at3O times, and there is a definite under

standing as to how the words fit together. I am very leary, but if you have
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